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Working Paper Summaries (WP/93/55 - WP/93/95) 1994-01-01 this compilation of summaries of working papers released during july
december 1993 is being issued as a part of the working paper series it is designed to provide the reader with an overview of the
research work performed by the staff during the period authors of working papers are normally staff members of the fund or
consultants although on occasion outside authors may collaborate with a staff member in writing a paper the views expressed in the
working papers or their summaries are however those of the authors and should not necessarily be interpreted as representing the
views of the fund copies of individual working papers and information on subscriptions to the annual series of working papers may
be obtained from imf publication services international monetary fund 700 19th street n w washington d c 20431 telephone 202 623
7430 telefax 202 623 7201
Nigeria 2015-03-30 this selected issues paper discusses promotion of economic transformation in nigeria nigeria s long term
potential is keyed on promoting economic transformation this implies taking stock of initial conditions assessing long term
financing capacity and evaluating the policies and reforms to be implemented to meet the long term vision the recent fall in
prices has highlighted the challenging but compelling need to address remaining development challenges this paper discusses some
of these development imperatives including current regional disparities and ongoing policy initiatives capacity to finance
infrastructure needs promoting domestic saving through developing financial inclusion and the opportunity cost of quasi fiscal
activities
Staff Papers - International Monetary Fund 1987 this paper provides an overview of the recent theoretical and empirical research
on herd behavior in financial markets it looks at what precisely is meant by herding the causes of herd behavior the success of
existing studies in identifying the phenomenon and the effect that herding has on financial markets the paper also surveys a
selected number of studies that evaluated the demand for money using the error correction model approach in the 1990s across a
range of industrial and developing countries
IMF Staff Papers, Volume 47, No. 3 2001-10-10 this paper examines the effect transactions with the imf have on the monetary
situation within a country when the foreign exchange purchased from the imf is used to meet a balance of payments deficit in some
countries the national currency counterpart is kept on deposit to the credit of the imf at the central bank in other countries the
government substitutes a noninterest bearing note for the national currency counterpart of a transaction with the imf it is with
the effects of the latter practice that this paper is primarily concerned the effect of a balance of payments deficit on the money
supply will be offset if credit is expanded to finance a government deficit investment by business or spending by consumers the
ultimate effect on the money supply will depend upon how the government deals with the national currency turned over to it by the
exchange equalization account considerable caution is required in concluding that a balance of payments deficit is likely to be
moderate and temporary
IMF Staff papers 1958-01-01 this paper focuses on expectations for the american economy focused on the likelihood of secular
stagnation which continued to be debated throughout the post war period concerns rose during the late 1960s and early 1970s about
rapid population growth smothering the potential for economic growth in developing countries were contradicted when during the mid
and late 1970s fertility rates began to decline rapidly in policy oriented institutions and in most businesses and individual
decision making policymaking decisions are often guided by projections and forward looking indicators the case of michael mussa
has been one of great anticipation and of great accomplishment and all the early optimistic forecasts about him have turned out to
be correct within the sphere of economics undoubtedly the most famous and widely used forecast one incidentally that thus far has
often been incorrect is that based on the malthusian doctrine of the relationship between resources and population
IMF Staff Papers, Volume 52, Special Issue, IMF Conference in Honor of Michael Mussa 2005-08-30 authors of working papers are
normally staff members of the fund or consultants although on occasion outside authors may collaborate with a staff member in
writing a paper the views expressed in the working papers or their summaries are however those of the authors and should not
necessarily be interpreted as representing the views of the fund copies of individual working papers and information on
subscriptions to the annual series of working papers may be obtained from imf publication services international monetary fund 700
19th street washington d c 20431 telephone 202 623 7430 telefax 202 623 7201 this compilation of summaries of working papers
released during july december 1994 is being issued as a part of the working paper series it is designed to provide the reader with
an overview of the research work performed by the staff during the period
Working Paper Summaries (WP/94/77 - WP/94/147) 1995-02-01 this paper analyzes the link between product variety and economic growth
it finds support for the hypothesis that a greater degree of product variety relative to the united states helps to explain
relative per capita gdp levels the paper presents an empirical study for south africa which indicates that there exists a stable
money demand type of relationship among domestic prices broad money real income and interest rates as well as a long term
relationship among domestic prices foreign prices and the nominal exchange rate
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IMF Staff Papers, Volume 48, No. 2 2001-12-12 noteworthy among the six papers appearing in this latest issue of the imf s peer
reviewed journal is another installment in the special data section anthony pellechio and john cady from the imf s statistics
department take a close look at differences in imf data how and when they could occur and what the implications of such
differences might be for end users of the imf s data
IMF Staff Papers, Volume 53, No. 2 2006-06-29 this paper highlights that central banks from brazil chile colombia mexico and peru
the la5 countries reaped the benefits of what they sowed in successfully weathering the global crisis the adoption of far reaching
institutional policy and operational reforms during the last two decades enabled central banks to build credibility about their
commitment with the objective of price stability thus when the 2007 08 supply shock and the financial crisis hit the world the la5
central banks reacted swiftly and effectively based on a flexible policy framework and with the support of strong macroeconomic
and financial foundations building on the experience of the la5 central banks and complementing with recommendations from the imf
s technical advice the paper provides several suggestions for countries seeking to strengthen the effectiveness of monetary policy
Weathering the Global Storm 2010-12-01 this evaluation report assesses research produced at the imf between 1999 and 2008 focusing
on the relevance and utilization of research to member country authorities imf staff and other stakeholders the report also
examines the technical quality and management of research and offers recommendations for enhancing the relevance of research
improving the technical quality of analytical work promoting openness to alternative perspectives and improving the management of
research
Research at the IMF: Relevance and Utilization 2013-03-04 the proposal to set up an international debt facility to buy the debt of
developing countries at a discount and then mark down its contractual value is analyzed the paper considers the central question
of how the debtor countries creditor banks and owners of the facility would be affected in particular what redistribution of gains
and losses there would be among them the market price effect and the ceiling effect are distinguished a crucial consideration is
whether debt retained by banks is subordinated to debt bought by the facility
IMF Staff papers 1988-01-01 this paper examines contractionary currency crashes in developing countries it explores the causes of
india s productivity surge around 1980 more than a decade before serious economic reforms were initiated the paper finds evidence
that the trigger may have been an attitudinal shift by the government in the early 1980s that unlike the reforms of the 1990s was
pro business rather than pro market in character favoring the interests of existing businesses rather than new entrants or
consumers a relatively small shift elicited a large productivity response because india was far away from its income possibility
frontier
IMF Staff Papers 2005-08-29 this paper provides background material to support the board paper on the interaction of monetary and
macroprudential policies it analyzes the scope for and evidence on interactions between monetary and macroprudential policies it
first reviews a recent conceptual literature on interactive effects that arise when both macroprudential and monetary policy are
employed it goes on to explore the side effects of monetary policy on financial stability and their implications for
macroprudential policy it finally addresses the strength of possible effects of macroprudential policies on output and price
stability and draws out implications for the conduct of monetary policy
The Interaction of Monetary and Macroprudential Policies - Background Paper 2012-12-27 movements in global capital during the late
1990s and the greater emphasis on price stability led many countries to abandon fixed exchange rate regimes and to design
institutions and monetary policies to achieve credibility in the goal of lowering inflation such recent developments have brought
to the forefront the idea that freely mobile capital independent monetary policy and fixed exchange rates form an impossible
trinity it is possible to have two of these policies but not all three inflation targeting regimes being adopted by many countries
provide a way of resolving this dilemma
Current Issues in the Design and Conduct of Monetary Policy 2003-03-01 this paper identifies the institutional and operational
requisites for transitions to floating exchange rate regimes in particular it explores key issues underlying the transition
including developing a deep and liquid foreign exchange market formulating intervention policies consistent with the new regime
establishing an alternative nominal anchor in the context of a new monetary policy framework and building the capacity of market
participants to manage exchange rate risks and of supervisory authorities to regulate and monitor them it also assesses the
factors that influence the pace of exit and the appropriate sequencing of exchange rate flexibility and capital account
liberalization
From Fixed to Float 2004-07-01 this paper explores components of saving and investment in an income determination framework the
current account balance known as net foreign investment in the national income and product accounts of the united states is
largely determined by domestic factors that have changed the supply of national saving relative to the demand for domestic
investment thus the estimated rate of net foreign investment declined by almost half as much as the cyclically adjusted net
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national saving rate on average over the past two decades and this proportion has been growing cyclical variables that appear in
these equations and allow them to be solved at equilibrium are themselves endogenous the evidence suggests that measures to raise
the national saving rate would contribute as much to the external adjustment of the united states as to its domestic capital stock
and thence to its potential gross domestic product thus the openness of the us economy cannot safely be ignored in policy
discussions of saving and investment in the united states
IMF Staff papers 1980-01-01 since 1998 the staff of the international monetary fund has published a classification of countries de
facto exchange rate arrangements experience in operating this classification system has highlighted a need for changes the present
paper provides information on revisions to the system in early 2009 the changes are expected to allow for greater consistency and
objectivity of classifications across countries expedite the classification process conserve resources and improve transparency
Revised System for the Classification of Exchange Rate Arrangements 2009-09-01 this paper provides background information to the
main board paper the role and limits of unconventional monetary policy this paper is divided in five distinct sections each
focused on a different topic covered in the main paper though most relate to bond purchase programs as a result this paper centers
on the experience of the united states federal reserve fed the bank of england boe and the bank of japan boj mostly leaving the
european central bank ecb aside given its focus on restoring the functioning of financial markets and intermediation section a
explores whether bond purchase programs were effective at decreasing bond yields and if so through which channels section b goes
one step further in evaluating whether bond purchase programs had or can be expected to have significant effects on real growth
and inflation section c studies the spillover effects of bond purchases on both advanced and emerging market economies using very
similar methods as introduced in the first section section d breaks from the immediate focus on bond purchases to discuss how
inflation might decrease the debt burden in advanced economies in light of possible pressures that could fall or be perceived to
fall on central banks finally section e discusses the possible risks of exiting given the very large central bank balance sheets
Unconventional Monetary Policies - Recent Experiences and Prospects - Background Paper 2013-04-18 this paper addresses analytical
aspects of exchange rate policy and emphasizes the relationship among exchange rate flexibility financial discipline and
international competitiveness
Exchange Rate Policy in Developing Countries 1991-05-15 the global financial stability map was developed as a tool to interpret
the risks and conditions that impact financial stability in a graphical manner it complements other existing tools for assessing
financial stability and seeks to overcome some of the drawbacks of earlier approaches this paper provides the motivation for the
tool a detailed discussion of its construction including the choice of risk factors and conditions a description of the underlying
indicators and a discussion on how the final assessment is determined when applied to past events of financial instability the
global financial stability map performs reasonably well in signaling risks to stability as well as in characterizing the depth of
crisis episodes
Can You Map Global Financial Stability? 2010-06-01 annotation provides an analysis of the global monetary system and proposes a
comprehensive yet evolutionary reform of the system aimed at creating better monetary cooperation for the twenty first century
Resetting the International Monetary (Non)System 2017 this paper examines the experience of implementing indirect instruments of
monetary policy the experiences of country studies illustrate the variety of circumstances under which indirect instruments of
monetary policy have been introduced case studies are presented for chile egypt ghana indonesia mexico new zealand and poland
The Adoption of Indirect Instruments of Monetary Policy 1995-07-06 this paper offers guidance on the operational aspects of
official intervention in the foreign exchange market particularly in developing countries with flexible exchange rate regimes a
brief survey of the literature and country experience is followed by an analysis of the objectives timing amount degree of
transparency and choice of markets and counterparties in conducting intervention the analysis highlights the difficulty of
detecting exchange rate misalignments and disorderly markets and argues in favor of parsimony in official intervention determining
the timing and amount of intervention is a highly subjective excercise and some degree of discretion is almost necessary though
policy rules may serve as rules of thumb
Official Intervention in the Foreign Exchange Market 2003-07-01 this paper empirically investigates the monetary impact of banking
crises in chile colombia denmark japan kenya malaysia and uruguay during 1975 98 cointegration analysis and error correction
modeling are used to research two issues i whether money demand stability is threatened by banking crises and ii whether crises
lead to structural breaks in the relation between monetary indicators and prices overall no systematic evidence that banking
crises cause money demand instability is found the paper also analyzes inflation targeting in the context of the imf supported
adjustment programs
IMF Staff Papers, Volume 49, No. 3 2002-09-23 this supplement presents an account of the extensive consultations and the results
of various analyses that supported the development of a strategy for imf engagement on social spending
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A Strategy for IMF Engagement on Social Spending 2019 this paper examines opposing views on the euro s challenge to the dollar as
an international currency one view emphasizes europe s large economy and diversification effects as undergirding a vigorous
challenge the other emphasizes network externalities particularly undergirding continued dollar dominance the data to date support
the second view but also show the euro has significantly overtaken the legacy currencies as a reserve currency generally large
economic size alone is insufficient to challenge the network externalities supporting vehicle currencies but scope exists for the
euro to advance as an international store of value the paper discusses the euro s medium term prospects
The Euro's Challenge to the Dollar 2006 this paper estimates potential growth in the philippines using different methodologies and
discusses growth prospects for the medium term several approaches can be used to estimate potential growth it also describes a
forecasting and monetary policy analysis system fpas model using the estimated parameters and distributions for the stochastic
shocks solutions are derived for the variability in inflation and the output gap under alternative monetary policy reaction
functions further work could extend the fpas model for the philippines in a number of directions
Philippines 2011-03-01 this paper describes economic development in bhutan during 1990s it highlights that since the 1980s
considerable importance has been placed on developing resource based industries spearheaded by large government hydropower
forestry and mining projects financed mainly with concessional foreign assistance consistent with the country s development
philosophy exploitation of forests has been carefully controlled owing to concerns about the impact on the environment this paper
also examines the financial and sectoral policies and related developments in bhutan
Bhutan 1995-06-15 null
Modifications to the Current List of Financial Soundness Indicators - Background Paper 2013-11-14 this compilation of summaries of
working papers released during january june 1992 is being issued for the first time as a part of the working paper series it is
designed to provide the reader with an overview of the research work performed by the staff during the period future compilations
of summaries will be issued at six monthly intervals authors of working papers are normally staff members of the fund or
consultants although on occasion outside authors may collaborate with a staff member in writing a paper the views expressed in the
working papers or their summaries are however those of the authors and should not necessarily be interpreted as representing the
views of the fund copies of individual working papers and information on subscriptions to the annual series of working papers may
be obtained from imf publication services international monetary fund 700 19th street washington d c 20431 telephone 202 623 7430
telefax 202 623 7201
Working Paper Summaries (WP/92/1 - WP/92/47). 2012 this working paper presents a comprehensive overview of the theoretical
structure of the global integrated monetary and fiscal model gimf a multi region dynamic general equilibrium model that is used by
the imf for a variety of tasks including policy analysis risk analysis and surveillance
The Global Integrated Monetary and Fiscal Model (GIMF) – Theoretical Structure 2010-02-01 this paper focuses on various aspects of
inflation in latin america among short run factors world war ii considerably affected the balance of payments of latin american
countries and thus indirectly their inflationary situation inflation in a greater or less degree has long been characteristic of
many latin american countries a high propensity to consume implies either a high multiplier or a high propensity to import in
normal times the latter was more usual since the supply of consumers goods in these countries was rather inelastic in countries
where controls over consumption and investment are strict and efficient there is a tendency for inflation to give rise to
substantial holdings of cash bank deposits and other relatively liquid assets in excess of those which would voluntarily be held
by business and consumers in countries such as those of latin america where controls have not been very effective this tendency
toward excess liquidity is noticeably smaller nevertheless it is still a factor to reckon with because involuntary hoarding may be
the result of the impossibility of obtaining desired commodities or supplies even though there is no rationing or similar system
in operation in latin america during the war the inevitable curtailment of imports did in this way bring about a condition of
latent inflation
IMF Staff Papers 1950-01-01 executive summary the first chapter on monetary policy transmission examines the channels through
which innovations to policy variables policy rate or monetary aggregates affect such macroeconomic variables as output and
inflation in sri lanka the effectiveness of monetary policy instruments is judged through the prism of conventional policy
channels money interest rate bank lending exchange rate asset price channels in var models and the timing and magnitude of these
effects are assessed using impulse response functions and through the pass through coefficients from policy to money market and
lending rates our results show that i interest rate channel money view has the strongest granger effect on output with 0 6 percent
decrease in output after the second quarter and a cumulative 0 5 percent decline within a 3 year period in response to innovations
in the policy rate ii the contribution from the bank lending channel is statistically significant adding another 0 2 percentage
points to the baseline effect of policy rates in affecting both output and prices but with a lag of about 5 quarters for output
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and longer for prices iii the exchange rate and asset price channels are ineffective and do not have granger effects on either
output or prices the second chapter takes a fresh look at the public debt reduction strategy it asks two questions i what has been
driving the increase and subsequent decline in sri lanka s public debt ii is sri lanka s public debt too high and if yes how much
how fast and how should it be reduced the chapter finds that until recently favorable interest rate growth differential reflecting
the combination of relatively high real gdp growth and low real interest rates on public debt has worked to reduce the debt ratio
even as primary deficits and occasional currency depreciation pushed the ratio in the opposite direction more recently however the
average borrowing costs began to increase reflecting the reduced role of concessional financing and increased resort to market
borrowing thus debt reduction became more dependent on real growth and stronger primary balance and this trend is likely to
continue the chapter documents that sri lanka s public debt is one of the highest among the emerging economies particularly when
measured against the relatively low revenues and suggests that the authorities target its gradual reduction to 50 percent of gdp
relying mainly on revenue measures this target is more ambitious than the authorities medium term objective of reducing the debt
ratio to 60 percent of gdp but it is considered by staff as prudent
Sri Lanka: Selected Issues Paper 2014-09-18 this paper provides background material to the imf staff report for the 1995 article
iv consultation with gabon it provides an overview of gabon s economic and financial performance since independence highlighting
the five distinct phases and the economic strategies pursued by the authorities the paper presents an overview of developments in
the oil sector and analyzes the structure of the balance of payments the paper also reviews the public enterprise sector and its
financial performance
Gabon 1996-01-02 this paper assesses alternative auction techniques for pricing and allocating various financial instruments such
as government securities central bank refinance credit and foreign exchange before recommending appropriate formats for auctioning
these items the paper discusses basic auction formats assessing the advantages and disadvantages of each based on the existing
mostly theoretical literature it is noted that auction techniques can be usefully employed for a broad range of items and that
their application is of particular relevance to the impetus in many parts of the world toward establishing market oriented
economies
IMF Staff papers 1993-01-01 this compilation of summaries of working papers released during january june 1993 is being issued as a
part of the working paper series it is designed to provide the reader with an overview of the research work performed by the staff
during the period authors of working papers are normally staff members of the fund or consultants although on occasion outside
authors may collaborate with a staff member in writing a paper the views expressed in the working papers or their summaries are
however those of the authors and should not necessarily be interpreted as representing the views of the fund copies of individual
working papers and information on subscriptions to the annual series of working papers may be obtained from imf publication
services international monetary fund 700 19th street washington d c 20431 telephone 202 623 7430 telefax 202 623 7201
Working Paper Summaries (WP/93/1 - WP/93/54) 1993-08-01 the imf working papers series is designed to make imf staff research
available to a wide audience almost 300 working papers are released each year covering a wide range of theoretical and analytical
topics including balance of payments monetary and fiscal issues global liquidity and national and international economic
developments
Working Paper 88/74; U. S. Health Care Industry 1988-01-01 this paper estimates a disequilibrium model of credit supply and demand
to evaluate the relative role of these factors in the slowdown of credit flows in the jordanian economy in the wake of the global
financial crisis the empirical analysis suggests that the credit stagnation is mainly driven by the restricted credit supply amid
tighter monetary policy conditions in jordan relative to the united states as evidenced by the widened interest differential
between the central bank of jordan cbj re discount and the u s federal reserve funds rates although it appears that demand side
factors related to the slowdown of economic activity have also had an impact their role has been relatively modest the estimation
results imply that economic policies targeted towards stimulating supply of credit are likely to be a more effective tool for
expanding credit flows relative to demand stimulating policies
Slowdown of Credit Flows in Jordan in the Wake of the Global Financial Crisis 2010-11-01 this background paper reviews the
development of the scope of financial stability assessments under the fsap since the 2014 fsap review the paper summarizes past
experiences of such adaptation and observed trends with respect to the coverage of specific topics and then discusses possible
directions to adjust the scope of future fsaps over the next five years given the likely changes in the financial stability
landscape the paper also discusses collaboration with the world bank as it pertains to the scope of financial stability
assessments it does not examine issues such as analytical approaches participation and resources which are covered elsewhere in
the fsap review
2021 Financial Sector Assessment Program Review —Background Paper On Scope 2021-06
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